
Graffiti Protection 
Information Sheet

According to the Wikipedia definition “graffiti means writing or drawings scribbled, scratched, or sprayed illicitly on a wall 
or other surface in a public place”. And, if unwanted, graffiti can be a very expensive nuisance by permanently ruining 
the aesthetic appeal of concrete pots, planters, walls and street furniture. However, with the appropriate protection for 
concrete surfaces, graffiti can generally be removed relatively easily and inexpensively.

It is important to be aware that not all concrete protection products are the same. There are thousands of penetrative, 
topical and hybrid sealants as well as surface densifiers on the market and they all have different qualities and capabilities 
to withstand moisture absorption, staining and acid protection. However, if you are seriously concerned about graffiti it 
is highly recommended that you choose a specialised graffiti protection system because they are specifically designed 
for graffiti protection and removal.

One of the best graffiti protection and removal solutions on the market is from RECKLI, a fifty-year-old and highly 
respected German company with distribution outlets in over sixty countries. RECKLI’s graffiti solution is made up of the 
following two elements:

• RECKLI Graffix Basic - which is applied to the concrete surfaces that require graffiti protection
• RECKLI Graffix Cleaner -  which is used to remove graffiti from the protected surfaces

RECKLI Graffix Basic

“RECKLI Graffix Basic” is a reliable protecting agent specifically designed for hard absorbent surfaces such as concrete. 
It is an aqueous dispersion of highly effective fluorine-containing polymers that, after drying, leaves a hydrophobic 
and oleophobic surface and generates a UV-stable, breathable, vapour permeable impregnation with anti-adhesion 
properties. All of which means that RECKLI Graffix Basic is a highly effective coating for concrete products that facilitates 
the removal of graffiti.

Satu Bumi will apply RECKLI Graffix Basic to the surface of its GRC planters during the manufacturing process. The 
colourless impregnation of the product provides long-term protection and can be applied to fresh concrete without 
changing its appearance or texture. The long-term protection and weather resistance makes looking after concrete 
products that have been impregnated with RECKLI Graffix Basic extremely easy and economical.

RECKLI Graffix Cleaner

RECKLI Graffix Cleaner can be used to remove Graffiti from concrete surfaces that have been properly treated with 
RECKLI Graffix Basic. RECKLI Graffix Cleaner can be either sprayed onto the graffiti affected surface or applied with a 
brush. After twenty minutes from application the RECKLI Graffix Cleaner can then be removed with a hot water pressure 
washer to leave a cleaned surface. 

How to order Graffiti Protection

Graffiti protection can be ordered at the same time an order is placed for GRC planters. There is an additional charge for 
this product and it will be calculated and quoted upon request depending on the surface area required to be protected 
from graffiti.
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